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1 A growing rabbit population

1.1 A Good Life

Imagine a population of rabbits living an undisturbed happy life. The population is growing at 10%
per month. What is the population size in a month? Two months? A year? Five years? Ten years?
Fill in the table below. 1

Population
Now 1000
After 1 month
After 2 months
After 3 months
After 6 months
After a year
After 2 years
After 10 years

Plot your numbers in the grid below. You may start to run out of space. That’s okay. What do
you think the general shape looks like?

1Inspired by Khan Academy’s population ecology module
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1.2 With resource constraints

The real world is much harsher for the rabbits. Soon they realized that resources are not infinite
for them to keep expanding their population forever :(

What resources do you think are limited and may affect the rabbits’ population growth?
Instructor can have students think about:

• Food and water

• space to live

Optionally, can mention that different resource constraints may apply to different organisms, for
example, trees in a rain forest grow as tall as possible to compete for light.

Usually, the multiple resource constraints determine a carrying capacity for the population. It
can be understood as the maximum number of creatures the environment has resources to support.

For our rabbit friends, what if the environment can only support 10,000 of them? Do you think
the curve you drew will still be possible?

To think about this, recall how we modeled the population growth in 1.1 without resource
constraints:

Increase in population = Current population * A constant growth rate

Now, how do we add carrying capacity into the equation? Mathematical ecologists have ob-
served the following relation:

Increase in population = Current population size * A growth rate that decreases with the amount
of remaining capacity

What do you think the population curve would look like, qualitatively?
(We don’t have time to have kids to do a similar calculation/plotting for logistic growth. Let’s

state the equation in English.)



Instructors should mention that the carrying capacity poses a bound on the population curve.
Draw the curve on the board and explain to students, qualitatively: the curve is S-shaped, with
exponential-like behavior at the beginning (where resources are abundant) and growth rate declin-
ing as it approaches the carrying capacity.

For completeness, or in case more advanced kids ask, equations for exponential and logistic
growth are below. They are in discrete-time form, since younger students might not have seen
calculus before.

∆N(t) = r ·N(t) · ∆t

∆N(t) = r · K −N(t)

K
·N(t) · ∆t

Explanation for K−N(t)
K : what fraction of the carrying capacity is left? The smaller amount left, the

slower the growth is.

1.3 Thinking the other way around

We discussed how the environment could shape the growth and decline pattern of a population.
What about the other way around? What impact does a population have on the environment? In
particular, what threats does a rapidly growing population of rabbits pose to the environment?

We read about the Australian rabbit problem [2]. What are the problems that the rabbits
caused? What measures have been taken to control the rabbit population?

Instructors:

• Problems: soil erosion, outcompeting other local species

• Control measures:

– Release viruses – but carriers can only live in a certain environment, and rabbits develop
immunity over time

– Build a wall

– Old-fashioned way: hunting – this doesn’t work in the large uninhabited part of Australia



2 What if there are predators?

The rabbits in Australia were extremely lucky since they didn’t have predators. In many cases,
small animals like rabbits have a predator around hunting them for food. Let’s think about what
the interaction looks like for two populations of predators and preys.

Figure 1: Cycles of the Canadian snowshoe hare and lynx populations. Increasing and decreasing
patterns spanning many years and repeating. Image source: Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc.

Take a look at the figure of hare and lynx population cycles. Do you notice any patterns? If so,
what are possible ways to explain them?

Instructors: When hares are abundant, they provide a plentiful food source for lynx, causing
an increase in the latter’s population size. As lynx numbers rise, hare numbers fall until there are
too few hares to support the lynx population. Lynx numbers slowly fall as individuals starve or
emigrate to other areas. While lynx numbers fall, there is less predation on hares, and the latter
increase in number, and the cycle begins again. (from Britannica)

What other real-world scenarios do you think such predator-prey patterns apply to?
This is actually a hard question. Can guide the students to think of “prey" as resources that

predators can use to grow their population, for example, human and natural resources on the
planet. Point out that the close interdependency between predator and prey that we can see from
this graph implies that when we consume natural resources, it is important to act sustainably and
not overharvest, so that the resources have time to replenish themselves.

There are also numerous directions to extend predator-prey models: for example, can add in
complications such as time delay, competition between multiple predator species, etc.



3 Further Resources

3.1 Carrying capacity for human beings

• Thomas Malthus was an English demographer and economist. In his 1798 essay An Essay on
the Principle of Population [1], he developed a theory on the interplay between population
growth and the society’s carrying capacity.

• While an eighteenth century view on population growth certainly has its limitations, it is nev-
ertheless important to think about the questions: How many people can the Earth support?
What constraints do humans face? Livescience has a short article that briefly discusses these
challenges.

3.2 More sophisticated predator-prey models

• A mathematical overview of different predator-prey models by Dr. Frank Hoppensteadt on
Scholarpedia.

• The Lotka-Volterra model is one of the major mathematical models for predator-prey interac-
tion. Read about it on Wolfram Mathworld and explore different behaviors of the system on
this web tool by Wolfram Demonstrations Project.

3.3 Ecological networks

Read about food webs and, more generally, ecological networks.
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